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The final instalment of the three-
volume collection of Zinck’s 
complete keyboard music contains 
his sets of variations (one on 

the tune made popular by Mozart, “Lison 
dormait”, and the other a surprisingly 
virtuoso set on a simple children‘s song) 
and a sequence of his very individual 
miscellaneous pieces, including the 
atmospheric setting for keyboard solo of 
“Das Traumschiff ” (complete with nautical 
illustration). Many of his teaching pieces 
are published here for the first time from 
a manuscript source in the Royal Library, 
Copenhagen, and include original fingering 
from the composer. All the works in 
this volume would be effective on either 
clavichord or fortepiano.
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“Edition HH should be applauded for 
their willingness to seek out rare but 
wholly worthwhile repertoire, and their 
knack of bringing it to our attention 
through extremely high quality and 
usable editions.”
The Consort
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Andantino

seven variations on  
“lison dormait dans un boccage”

hardenack otto conrad zinck
(–)

What the critics said about 
volume 1:

“I find the sonatas to be all 
that Cramer so enthusiastically 
described, and I unreservedly 
recommend them as a source 
of delightfully expressive music 
for either clavichord or early 
piano.”  

The Consort

“... an excellent start to 
the planned three-volume 
Complete Keyboard Works.”

 British Clavichord Society 
Newsletter

“... powerfully original, it is to 
be hoped that these sonatas 
will quickly find a place in the 
repertoires of all serious players 
and will take their rightful place 
in concerts.” 

Clavichord International


